
ONE MAN'S OPINIONS
BY N. D. COCHRAN

Believe All of 'Em. Not knowing
the various political leaders and
bosses, I have been in doubt as to
which ones to believe when I read
what they say about one another.

As I don't want to play any favor-
ites, I have concluded to play safe
and believe all of them.

And then I have no desire to vote
at the primary.

Uncle Sam and China. Some of
the wise guys predict that this coun-
try may get its feet tangled in the
European flypaper because of Jap
aggressions in China and possible in-

terference with our open door policy
for that beloved country.

Bunk! The only possible reason
for us getting fussy about China's
open door would be the desire of
some of our ambitious traders to get
a grip on China as a market.

And that would be a rotten reason
for this country getting excited and
going to war.

There will be market enough for
Uncel Sam all over the world while
the war is on and after it is over,
without bothering our heads about
what happens to China just now.

Anyhow this republic isn't in the
business of murdering other people
and sacrificing the lives of our own
merely to get business. And because
it is a republic and the people have
something to say about government,
they very likely won't go to war for
business.

LETTERS TO EDITOR
IN THE POLITICAL FIELD

Editor Day Book: The man least
willing to do better always brazenly
stands for reform. The crooked man
always proposes his bluffs straight
The man who watches the clock is
not in love with his work, but keeps
posted on the demands of the refuge
of old political parties appearing on
the howling platform tagged "inde

s

pendents." Well there is now niore
than one "E. Z. Mark" coming to
maturity every minute, fact: A third
party that naturally stands between
the two is a part of the first party
agreeing with the second party to
work both through a party not in part
but in whole. Blessed are they who
don't understand, for then even a
lamb shall be able to lead them.
Where to? Never you mind. There
are others to mind alone what they
desire to own, and you "get it in the
neck."

Anything owned necessitates care,
consequently man is now owned,
neither by a corporation, a trust or a
government, for neither has any
cares, simply sells shares; neither by
himself if so he would take care of
himself. The secret of happiness lies
in looking at things from the stand-
point of gain, never losing anything,
but simply see it "change hands."
You voted for what you didn't want,
you got it, didn't yer? Well, quit yer
hollerin'. Red.

THE PEOPLE OWN THESE MEN
Editor Day Book: The Day Book

has performer some service in giving
publicity to political candidates who
are persona non grata to Chicago
bosses (both ward and newspaper).
- There are two more of such who
merit support by public-welfa- re

Democratic voters. Their principles
and merits have received no pub-
licity in "our" newspapers; nor in
any Chicago newspaper or ward boss
boosting either of these two candi-
dates.

Orfe is James P. Brennan (real es-

tate agent, 3009 N. Clark street, Chi-
cago), who is seeking a Democratic
nomination as one of the two Illinois
congressmen-at-larg- e. His is of a
quiet and gentlemanly personality,
broad-minde- d, strongly endowed
with integrity and moral courage. He
was one of John P. Altgeld's ''old
guards." These two paragraphs
comprise Mr Brennan's "platform":

"Compromisers, tracers and neu- -


